RAS PAULO’S
Press Items.

Everything Starts in this way!
It was a day I wake up in the Morning with a feeling in me to sing a Song loud and Professional, a Kind of Feeling which I couldn’t Stop, I couldn’t find peace in me immediately I started to Organizer for my music journey I was Little 17 Years old I put an announce on Capital letter like this:

When you see this Pic of main,
then you know ……

I am here to sing a song for you.
Today I’m here to sing a song for you

The Slogan was fatal falling Media attention, all of sudden a Band called me saying if I want to join their band and I said Yeah!!!

I went for Casting, finally I found a Band, Starting to Develop my singing skill as Cover Version Singer which I performed with the Band about a Year then I Stop with them because of preferences.

Rasta Reggae Love spreading good Feeling and the Joy of Reggae Music.

When I started to Deal with Reggae Music.

Bob Marley and the Wailers came out with their Song get up Stand up hitting my Generation I was about I and my Friends grounded a Reggae Band by the name the Numbers.

First ever Reggae Band in Lusafrica community Lisbon which we started to Play Reggae Music performing live on stage all Around Town kicking off Reggae Music straight ahead to the Portuguese Media.

I Won a Trophy,
Ras Paulo has a Trophy… As the first one to bring Reggae music Publicly in that Town, Lisbon who Took the first Step to Play Reggae Music Live in that Town Lusofonica Community. Proud of it I Feel.
With plenty of Followers

My goal is to Play for People as much as I can
See Photo:
Conde Redondo Practice Room
Sinofila Lisbon mid 80’s
  Basil, Helder, Sito Ras™, Ras Paulo.

The Numbers
  Practice Room
Rehearing our own Songs.
I don't need any special instrument to push up good melody we play the music. Racism, hate, and envy is unjust. I don't like.

From Munich to the Rest of the World
We recommend you a Talent original from the Republic of Cape Verde,

Ras Paulo's Sound does not go unnoticed!!!!

Dynamics And Magical Sound effect

Each every bar, every Block, every Hooks and gap we Play there is Magical Sound effects of today to fill in your Soul.

Hot Rhythms and loud, on Major and Minors Chords, octave, higher or Deeper Keys.

Perfect Match.
We are a special team Musicians over the Years Playing together, Best of it Reggae Musicians, we're 24 hours a Days,
Reggae People.

Best Reggae Drumming
- Drum Kick, snare
- Bass Line
- Babbling Keyb
- Dynamic guitar Rhythm Pcs,
- Finest Vocals and effects.

Hitting Uk Charts
Reggae in my Bloody

Ras Paulo’s Songs Position Hit List Uk Charts from 10th to number 1.

Spotify: https://artists.spotify.com/c/artist/4Ew9NyMSYKyTRCiesbmid/profile

Youtube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/escapada

Selected PlayList
90 min nonStop
Live Music
Best Songs PLAYLIST selected
and you should Know that time to time we create new Song and we are recording new Album to be ready by the end of the Year. Today is 11/18.

Independent Artist 18 KARAT music
Please Inform the sponsors that we recommend!!!
Ras Paulo and the Family-Band

Over two decades making good Music providing my music competence.
No bad vibration we Love to Play gig Festival Open Air spreading our sound and urban Culture, loving our Fans and all those who listen our Sound. Large Discography in the House.

Media attraction appearance on stage Sweet Reggae Music is my Culture, long life in Music Scene.

Ras Paulo grew up in Lisbon, started his music career very young as a Frontman providing good vibz making music for Good.

Ras Paulo and the Family Band

Featuring:
Ras Paulo And The Family-Band
For so many Years Joining a Jamaican - German Reggae Band
Survivour
See Photo
1998

Ras Paulo
Today

Personally Ras Paulo is a cool person with understanding to everyone.
How could it be if you had to Live your life as a Persona non Grata?
My songs didn't come from alone.
Always a matter

A Little praying for you and I.
Oh Lord Light my Way till the End of the Road.

That's why People Love my music.

Me and my followers We are one.

My Music report about Freedom, World Climate, Nature care, Children's care, no War
no blasphemy against this or that.

LETS HEAL THE WORLD IN BENEFIT OF ALL LIVING CREATURE.

My Message.

OUR POSTER
In case we send you POSTERS
Ras Paulo Songs does not go unnoticed
COMMENTS

Jo

I suppose I should have come along here sooner, to let you know just how much I appreciate you and your music.
First of all, your music is so inspiring.
The kind of stuff that can help you get through those really rough days, (You've been there through some of mine recently, and I don't know if I can tell you how much your music has helped.)
I hope to be able to be here to watch all of your future albums come out, and watch your fanbase grow.
All in all, thankyou for being so amazing. =]
And here's well wishes for everything you do in the future, because you deserve only the best.
09/07/18
Hi How do i buy your song "Good Morning" on here?
09/07/18

Bianka

Hey, so we have found you on N1M and my boyfriend Zac loves you song Youth i's true ' - this is the only thing that he has been listening to.. a few days in a row... THANKS! We love your music keep it up!
01/30/18
Karen

WOW! I fell in love with your music after listening to your song lyrics of my life! ! Sorry, that's sorta corny, but it's how I feel. I'm ur fan. I just forwarded your link to several friends. Will be buying your album. Keep it up, you have wonderful talent...good luck
08/20/18
Send

Hey Paulo. Love listening to your music with my friends. You see, everyone loves you. You'll make it, I swear I swear I swear.
05/09/18

Your music is terrific! Hope you continue to be well and are enjoying life. I'm glad to see your talents are not laying dormant.
05/06/18
Listened to your music. You've got a lot of talent. Plenty of it!
11/08/18

Never give up your Dreams.
Streaming Spotify

Most Popular Cities This Week
London: 26%
New York: 19%
Paris: 19%
Kingston: 19%
Others: 17%
Hi Ras Paulo!

Congratulations, Your songs in Hot 1000 N1M Charts
Youth - Dub

Click below to view in the charts and Share Your Success

#2 for Roots Music in United Kingdom

Promote It for Free
Front Line

Click below to view in the charts and Share Your Success

#8 for Ska in United Kingdom

Promote It for Free
Microphone Inst.

Click below to view in the charts and Share Your Success

#14 for Instrumental in United Kingdom

#240 for All Genres in United Kingdom
Promote It for Free

Front Line Inst.

Click below to view in the charts and Share Your Success

#20 for Instrumental in United Kingdom

Share
#415 for All Genres in United Kingdom

Share
Promote It for Free

Where Happiness Lives?
Click below to view in the charts and Share Your Success
#22 for Reggae in United Kingdom
#341 for All Genres in United Kingdom
Promote It for Free

Give a Little Bit of You

Click below to view in the charts and Share Your Success

#26 for Reggae in United Kingdom

Share
#414 for All Genres in United Kingdom

Promote It for Free
Rastafar I

Click below to view in the charts and Share Your Success

#28 for Reggae in United Kingdom

#494 for All Genres in United Kingdom
Promote It for Free

Give a Little Bit of You - Inst.

Click below to view in the charts and Share Your Success

#31 for Indie in United Kingdom

Share
Promote It for Free
Good Morning

Click below to view in the charts and Share Your Success

#32 for Reggae in United Kingdom

#590 for All Genres in United Kingdom
Promote It for Free

Microphone
Click below to view in the charts and Share Your Success
#35 for Reggae in United Kingdom
#715 for All Genres in United

I just go Play When both Party is United. My considerable honorable Performance Playing for the state of Munich. See Link https://youtu.be/lFLgRTXS9c8

We are Working on next studio Album and Hope to find a way to Go Play it for People. When are you ready we're ready!
Today I want to apprise to a next reasoning!
I want to tell you that, sometimes I fall in love with the lyrics of the fields!

Oh my, I love the lyrics of the fields,
How lovely is when you find yourself standing in the mid of a brightly, very wide, smooth and Peacefully field with a sightseeings till end of the rainbow, along with the bright blue and the lovely atmosphere.

Watching birds in the sky, and much more nature lyrics; When the wind is blowing, you take in a very deep breath, and you say, life is in me!
You check the green grass, you lay on it, you jump up, you clap your hands, you roll on it, you trust it, you check up the
rocks, and the mountains. You feel real, you feel free, and you say yeah: I'm Out of danger,

you sing, you scream very loud, none call you crazy, and you say to yourself, there is none to come blame me, because of anything, I don't have no material object around me! And you don't feel guilty of anything, you find yourself out of brutality and dirt.

As you know how hard is life in the city, within the high heels houses 4 corners up, you feel depressed sometimes.

Everyone is watching you, none trust you, everyone suspect that you're doing anything wrong, you live up there in the high tower building, no good neighbourhood, struggling, to pay you rent monthly, how hard it is to get a job, every time when you drop down on the street, you have to watch out how do you behave, and make sure that you pay off your taxes on the right time, or you go to jail condemned as a social trickster. How much you have to give, how many times you have to prove that you're flexible, you're a good, you're, very intelligent, on the other hand, we pretend, and we look forward for goods, according to what it takes. But now a want to stop and take a very deep breath right here on this field of FREEDOM.

Indee
Ras Paulo